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From the Director
On the evening of 2015 March 23, a rare combination of clear skies, the young crescent Moon’s reasonable

elevation, and a favourable libration allowed me to capture images of early morning lighting over such major

features of the eastern limb as Gauss, Humboldt and Vendelinus (Figs. 1-3). These formations are much more

often seen under evening Sun. The observations were not straightforward as, in order to catch the Moon at

reasonable altitude, I had to capture the images in broad daylight using an infrared filter to darken the sky and

enhance contrast. The results are noisy and lack resolution, but I offer them here because they might afford

an unfamiliar view of familiar craters.

Fig. 1. Gauss and

environs, imaged by

Bill Leatherbarrow

on 2015 March 23 at 

18:15:48 UT. Col.

309.7°. Bill used a

300mm MCT (f/9) and

an IR filter.
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In the same session I took the

opportunity to follow up Nigel

Longshaw’s recent piece on the

Burckhardt rille, which appeared in

the February LSC. In his article,

Nigel suggests that observation of

the secondary ‘graben’ under

morning illumination might be very

difficult for the visual observer, but

perhaps possible for the imager. I

think he is right: I had great

difficulty interpreting this area

visually in the daylight conditions,

but both of the ‘graben’ appear to

show up on my image (Fig. 4). 

Bill Leatherbarrow

Director, BAA Lunar Section

Fig. 3. 309.7 Vendelinus and

environs, imaged by Bill

Leatherbarrow on 2015 March 23

at 18:09:25 UT. Col. 309.7°. Bill

used a 300mm MCT (f/9) and an

IR filter. (f/9) and an IR filter.

Fig. 2. Humboldt and environs, imaged by

Bill Leatherbarrow on 2015 March 23 at

18:11:26 UT. Col. 309.7°. Bill used a

300mm MCT (f/9) and an IR filter.
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Topographical notes                                   compiled by Peter Grego

Visual topographic lunar observational drawings have been sent by Alan Heath (UK) and Dale Holt (UK).

Lunar images
Lunar images (or links to images) have been received from: Mike Brown (UK), Maurice Collins (New

Zealand), David Finnigan (UK), John Fletcher (UK), Clyde Foster (South Africa), Richard Hill (USA), Alex

Houston (UK), Bill Leatherbarrow (UK), Mark Radice (UK) and Derrick Ward (UK). A selection of these

images is featured below. Images intended as part of the Section’s investigations into lunar colours should be

sent to director(at)baalunarsection.org.uk who will pass them on to Kevin Kilburn.

Fig. 4. Burckhardt and environs, imaged by Bill Leatherbarrow on 2015 March 23 at 18:13:40 UT.

Col. 309.7°. Bill used a 300mm MCT (f/9) and an IR filter.
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Proclus                               Alan W. Heath

Alan writes: 

‘According to Neison, Proclus, after

Aristarchus, is the most brilliant crater-

plain upon the Moon. It is 18.4 miles in

diameter and has steep walls rising 7,700

feet on the east and 8,300 feet on the west.

The observation showed a small

amount of shadow off the northwest wall

and just preceding this the wall was

slightly brighter than the rest. No detail

seen in the interior but in mediocre seeing

this is not surprising.

Using an Intensity Scale of ‘0’ for

white and ‘10’ for black the interior was

intensity 4 as was the surrounding area.

The crater wall was intensity 1 and the brighter region

intensity 0.’

Agrippa   Dale Holt

This superb and

e v o c a t i v e

o b s e r v a t i o n a l

drawing by Dale

Holt (Chipping,

UK), made with

white pastel on

black paper, shows

the crater on the

evening of 2015

March 27. Dale used

his 505 mm

Newtonian to secure

this observation of

this famous impact

crater at the

southeastern edge of

Mare Vaporum.
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Some evening crescent observations in April Bill Leatherbarrow

April 2015 was a remarkable month in terms of the number of clear skies when the seeing conditions (at least

here in Sheffield) were decent. This, combined with the favourable position of the young crescent Moon,

allowed me to capture further images of formations near the east limb that are not often well seen under morning

illumination. By way of illustration, I attach an image of the fine crater Gauss (Fig. 1), the interior of which is

elusive at the best of times for the telescopic observer. This was taken on the evening of 2015 April 22 at 19:33

UT with a 300mm Mak-Cass in a very bright sky. Contrast was helped by the use of an IR pass filter, which also

helped to steady the seeing. For comparison, I also attach an LRO image of the crater (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Above: Bill Leatherbarrow’s image of the

crater Gauss and environs, taken on 2015 April 22

at 19:33 UT with a 300mm MCT and an IR pass

filter.

Fig. 2. Left. Gauss, imaged by NASA’s Lunar

Reconnaissance Orbiter.
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On the same evening at 19:22 UT I could not resist imaging the ‘O’Neill’s Bridge’ area of Mare Crisium,

on a rare occasion when it too was well presented under sunrise illumination (Fig. 3). This makes a

fascinating comparison with a sunset image I took on 2014 October 11 at 02:54 UT (Fig. 4). There is much

interesting detail in the region, and I can well imagine that some of it is open to misinterpretation; but there

is nothing that suggests to me the existence of a bridge!

Fig. 3 (above). ‘Prom. Lavimuim and Prom. Olivium’ on the western shore of Mare Crisium, imaged by 

Bill Leatherbarrow on 2015 April 22 at 19.22 UT.

Fig. 4 (below). The same area, imaged by Bill Leatherbarrow under an opposite illumination on 

2014 October 11 at 02:54 UT.
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This enhanced image by Maurice Collins (Palmerston North, New Zealand), taken on 2015 April 24 at

07:27:02 shows the Earth-lit lunar hemisphere with the motion of an Earth-orbiting satellite captured

beyond the Moon’s western limb.
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Right: Maurice Collins (Palmerston North, New

Zealand), secured this image of sunrise over

Posidonius and the eastern reaches of Mare

Serenitatis on 2015 April 24 at 07:41 UT. Maurice

used a FLT-110 at f/21.

Below: Maurice Collins (Palmerston North, New

Zealand), secured this image of sunrise over

Theophilus on the western border of Mare Nectaris

on 2015 April 24 at 07:38 UT. Maurice used a FLT-

110 at f/21. 

Below, right: On checking his images from 24 April,

Maurice discovered that the central peak of

Theophilus was just catching the first rays of

sunlight at 06:16 UT. Maurice has enhanced it a

little to bring it out more clearly. Just the very tip of

the peak’s summit was catching the light.
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Maurice Collins (Palmerston North, New Zealand), secured this image of mid-morning over Theophilus on

the western border of Mare Nectaris, complete with the crenellated scarp of Rupes Altai gleaming in the

rising Sun on 2015 April 25 at 06:14 UT. Maurice used a FLT-110 at f/21. 
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Lansberg—a crater less ordinary          Nigel Longshaw

‘... a well-structured walled plain of 47 km (29 miles) width, well

elevated above the dark mare basalts by its bright, ejecta-splashed

outer slopes’. This is how Peter T. Wlasuk describes the crater

Lansberg in his book Observing the Moon (Springer, 2000). A

sufficient description of what amounts to a fairly average impact

crater displaying, as it does, all the hallmarks of a formation of its

type, being a circular structure with lofty, rugged rim crests,

terraced walls, and prominent central mountain. 

There Lansberg might languish unremarked, a victim of its own

mediocrity, observers favouring the more impressive nearby

formations of Copernicus and Gassendi. However there are

interesting anomalies, contained in a few sporadic visual

observations peppering selenographical history, which elevate the

formation above the ordinary and suggest it might be worthwhile

passing more than a casual glance over the crater. 

Lansberg is named to honour Phillippe van Lansberge (1561-

1632) a Dutch astronomer and mathematician. In later life

Lansberge was critical of Kepler’s tables of planetary motion, and

formulated his own based on circular planetary motion which

initially found a ready market. It was not long, however, before

inaccuracies were discovered when compared to Kepler’s tables. 

According to the BAA Memoir Who’s Who in the Moon,

because of their simplicity Lansberge’s tables enabled Jeremiah

Horrocks (1619-1641) to view the transit of Venus in 1639. This

might well be the case, but perhaps in a more roundabout way than

suggested. In the words of Horrocks himself, published in Memoir

of the Life and Labours of the Rev. Jeremiah Horrox, he ‘...

computed the ephemerides of several years, from the continuous

tables of Lansberg’. He goes on to say, ‘... the very erroneous

calculation of these tables, then detected, convinced me that an

astronomer might be engaged upon better work’. 

Horrocks then set about observing the heavens for himself and

using his own ‘...ephemerids in ascertaining the positions of the

distant planets’. He realised from these observations that a rare

conjunction of the Sun and Venus was to take place... and the rest

is history, as the saying goes!

Horrocks later realised that the time he spent making

calculations based on Lansberge’s tables was not wasted, he

deemed ‘...it sufficient reward that I was thereby led to consider and

foresee the appearance of Venus in the Sun’.

Thomas G.E. Elger (1836-1897) submitted observations of

Venus in 1873 to the RAS, following his election the previous year.

However Elger’s main astronomical interest was the Moon. He

served as the BAA Lunar Section director from the formation of the

BAA until his death in 1897. 

In his 1895 publication The Moon, a full description and map

of its principal physical features, he writes of Lansberg:

‘At 8h 25m on January 23, 1888, when observing the progress

of sunrise on this formation with a 8½-inch Calver reflector

charged with different eyepieces, I noticed, when about three-

fourths of the floor was in shadow, that the illuminated portion of it

Fig. 1. Lansberg, drawn by F.C.

Wykes, 1955 February 2 which

appeared in The Moon, Vol. 3, No. 3,

March 1955. Orientation of the

drawing not stated but assumed to be

south at top.

Fig. 2. Lansberg, by Nigel Longshaw,

2014 December 2, 19:35 UT. 100 mm

OG 160×. Seeing III, variable,

transparency good. Col. 40.22°. (The

apparent lighter areas within the

shadowed crater wall are an artefact

of the scanning process). North at top.

Fig. 3. Lansberg under high

illumination, by Nigel Longshaw, 2015

February 1, 21:35 UT, 125 mm MCT,

180×. Seeing III, transparency v. good,

Col. 62.83°. North at top.
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was of a dark chocolate hue, strongly contrasting with the grey tone of the surrounding district’. He goes on

to say: ‘This appearance lasted till the interior was more than half illuminated, gradually becoming less

pronounced as the sun rose higher on the ring’.

Later writers, such as Walter Goodacre and Fred Price, have quoted Elger, but I cannot recall ever seeing

any further observational evidence to back up what Elger reported. Goodacre however suggests he had seen

the same effect in connection with other formations, and it appears to be similar to that seen in Geminus, and

reported in past circulars. Perhaps it might be beneficial to secure colour CCD images at the appropriate time,

when Lansberg is three-quarters shadow filled, to see if the colour detected by Elger could be recovered. 

Typical of well-preserved impact craters Lansberg sports a large complex central peak. Goodacre says this

comprises ‘...a large multiple central mountain on which I have seen four peaks’. However Naosuke

Sekiguchi describes ‘...two peaks arranged on a north-south line’, in his Catalogue of central peaks and floor

objects of the lunar craters on the visible hemisphere (1972).

He goes on to say that ‘The forms of both peaks are not conic’. Observing on 2014 December 2 using my

100 mm achromat, under less than ideal conditions, I found it difficult to decipher the morphology of the

central peak, and from my own observations I would suggest that the appearance in a small telescope, is more

like that described by Sekiguchi than Goodacre. Here again perhaps there is opportunity for the observer to

add something to our knowledge of the visual appearance of the central peaks.

In the early 1960s preparations were underway to provide geological maps of those areas of the lunar

surface which were deemed easily attainable by spacecraft. Both early Soviet and American landing sites

were ‘...determined primarily by where the rockets and spacecraft could go’, according to D. Wilhelms. From

these sites the Americans had the opportunity to choose those which might yield maximum scientific value.  

‘Shoemaker had long realised that geologic maps would be needed for selection of scientifically

productive and safe exploration sites’, writes Wilhelms. The first four geological maps were centred on the

western equator which was named the Lansberg region. It had been known since 1959 that rockets launched

from Cape Canaveral would expend less energy in approaching the Lansberg region than any other part of the

Moon. According to Wilhelms, ‘Early plans called for Ranger to head for the Lansberg region and for manned

landings to follow there or still further west’. 

In preparation of the geological maps the craters Lansberg and Reinhold appeared so similar, even shown

by the superior images of the day, that they were assigned to the same map unit. However Wilhelms writes

that ‘Eggleton discovered an age difference when he observed secondary craters of Reinhold superposed on

the mare unit that buries Lansberg’s ejecta’. 

It is clear that Lansberg and its environs played a crucial role in the early development of lunar mapping,

which aided the selection of early space exploration targets. However the crater provides us with one more

anomaly which appeals to observers of the Moon who still revel in an unsolved observational mystery far

detached from the world of scientific planetary investigation. In The Moon (publication of the BAA Lunar

Section), Vol. 3, No. 3 (March 1955), there is an observational drawing of Lansberg by F.C. Wykes which

shows the crater under advanced illumination, internal shadows hugging the eastern wall. The editor of The

Moon, then F.H. Thornton, writes ‘I have included one [drawing] of Lansberg by this newcomer, at the

suggestion of Moore’. Thornton writes that Moore pointed out that the drawing is of interest ... ‘for nobody

else has recorded the ‘band’ reported by Dale about two years ago’.

The short report concludes: ‘As it is extremely unlikely that Wykes knew anything about Dale’s report,

this unexpected confirmation, if in fact it is one, is very interesting. But seeing that I have never been notified

of the exact position and nature of Dale’s band, I cannot be more definite that that. Has anybody else seen a

band in Lansberg?’

The drawing by Wykes from The Moon is reproduced here as Fig. 1. Perhaps the drawing might be termed

a little crude but it does appear to indicate a lightly shaded band extending from the central peak and then

‘fanning out’ where it touches the western wall. Within this band are two darker features. There appears to be

no evidence of a heavy shadow formed by the central peak which one might expect to see at this stage of

illumination. The ‘banding’ appears to be reminiscent of that seen on the walls of various craters, those in

Aristarchus being the most readily known.

Having not seen this supposed banding on the floor of Lansberg mentioned anywhere else I was keen to

investigate further. Opportunity presented itself on 2014 December 2, when seeing was not too bad at times,

and my drawing is reproduced here as Fig. 2. Illumination appears to be similar to Wykes. Initially I saw the
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central peak as a single object; however as seeing improved I was aware of a ‘valley’ dividing the peak,

difficult to distinguish in its true form, but the peak appeared to be double. Modern photography indicates a

multi- peaked structure, of course, but my observation did appear to reflect the description by Sekiguchi. The

single shadow seen initially broke into two separate spires during the better moments. Darkest at its junction

with the peak itself the triangular-shaped shadows appeared to be extended towards the west by greyish

triangular-shaped shaded features, the northern reaching the inner foot of the western crater wall. I wonder if

this effect was interpreted by Wykes as a single shadow spire? I did not see anything however of the two

darker features within the ‘band’ seen by Wykes.

Consultation of Clementine imagery was something of a surprise. Taken under a high light there appeared

to be a lighter ‘streak’ running along the crater floor and up the western wall, apparently in the location of the

‘band’ shown by Wykes. Imagery also suggests a possible pooling of darker material on the craters western

floor. The light streak however runs at a different angle to the Copernican rays which appear to drape the walls

and floor of Lansberg. This was intriguing, and not what was expected, so I was keen to follow up the

appearance of Lansberg under higher illumination. 

I was able to do so on 2015 February 1, and my drawing is reproduced as Fig. 3. Shadows are largely

absent and I would have expected that if the ‘band’ were a feature on the crater floor, such a darker region,

this might have shown up under a higher light. However, it can be seen from the drawing that the central peak

appears as a white spot with a slightly less intense light streak extending westwards, brightening where it

apparently crosses the crater wall, and continuing a little to the west beyond the crater rim.

This impression compares well with the Clementine imagery but appears to add little to the mystery of

the possible band-like feature seen by Wykes in 1955. This might be a good opportunity for visual observers

to take up the challenge and see if we can solve a 60 year-old mystery. 

Lansberg crater, imaged by NASA’s

Lunar Orbiter 4 in 1967.
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Transient lunar phenomena, May 2015                               Tony Cook

Observations from the following observers were received in March: Jay Albert (Lake Worth, FL, USA - ALPO)

observed: Aristarchus, Herodotus, Mare Humorum, Plato, Ross D, Torricelli B, and Tycho. Kevin Berwick (Ireland,

ALPO) observed Mons Pico. Thomas Bianchi (Italy, UAI) imaged: Copernicus and Petavius. Maurice Collins

(New Zealand, ALPO) imaged: Aristarchus, Gassendi, Tycho, Langrenus, Mare Crisium, Mare Humboldtianum,

Mare Orientale, Mare Smythii, Marius, Rupes Altai, Schickard, Sinus Iridum, Sinus Roris, and also made some

whole Moon image mosaics. Alexandra Cook (Newtown, UK) imaged the solar eclipse. Anthony Cook (Newtown,

UK – BAA) imaged several features, videoed Earthshine, and imaged the solar eclipse. Marie Cook (Mundesley,

UK – BAA) observed Alphonsus, Aristarchus, Cavendish, Gassendi, Plato, Proclus, Schickard, and Torricelli B.

Brian Halls (Lancing, UK, BAA) imaged Alphonsus, Gassendi, and Picard. Rik Hill (Tucson, AZ, USA) imaged

Heraclitius, and Triesnecker. Alun Jones (Aberystwyth University, UK) imaged the solar eclipse. Brendan Shaw

(UK, BAA) imaged Aristarchus, Langrenus, Mons Piton, Oenopides, Schickard, and Torricelli B. Franco Taccogna

(Italy, UAI) imaged Archimedes, Copernicus, and Proclus. Ivor Walton (Cranbrook, UK, CADSAS) imaged

Torricelli. Paul Zeller (Indianapolis, IN, USA, ALPO) observed several features.

Fig 1. Walter Haas (left) visiting veteran

British planetary observer, Alan Heath

(right) at Alan Heath’s observatory, on

2004 Jun 13, near Nottingham.

News: It is with great sadness that I learnt

of the passing of Walter Haas (1917-2015),

whom most of us will remember as the

founder of ALPO. 

I met Walter at a meeting in

Nottinghamshire in 2004, but upon

checking some archive audio tapes, it

seems that I had met him, and his wife

Peggy, many years earlier, during lunch

amongst astronomers, when I visited New

Mexico State University in Las Cruces in

1987.

Walter was a key person who

encouraged me to take on the running of the

TLP section at ALPO, and was, despite his

age, still able to submit routine observations

right up until 2003. He kick started modern

interest in attempting to observe changes on

the Moon with the famous paper: Does

Anything Ever Happen on the Moon, which

was published in the Journal of the Royal

Astronomical Society of Canada in 1942

(http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1942

JRASC..36..237H ). 

Haas had even made 47 observations of

TLP himself, and you can attempt to observe what the normal appearances of these features should have been like

when you see his name crop up in the repeat illumination predictions (see web link at the foot of this newsletter).

Walter also encouraged amateurs to work together simultaneously to look for evidence of impact flashes/flares at

the Moon, many decades before the modern video impact flash era – a true pioneer in every sense. In the last few

years he donated his entire personal collection of the ALPO journals to the BAA, a fascinating resource as you can

often see some scrawled corrections/comments about some of the articles.

Also I learnt from Alexandre Amorim, that another key TLP expert, Ronaldo Rogerio de Freitas Mourao,

passed away in 2014. Mourao organized Brazilian amateur astronomers during the Apollo watch era 1968-

72.
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The Japanese TV company, NHK, produced a 52 minute documentary about TLP for their Cosmic Front

Science series. It was shown on the NHK Space Cable network, on 2015 April 9 in Japan (see

http://www.nhk.or.jp/space/info/cfn_moon.html for some animations – albeit overly exaggerated for a TV

audience). I was involved in about three days of filming here in Aberystwyth, and Kevin Kilburn, of the

Manchester Astronomical Society was also involved with showing them a telegram received from NASA

during the Apollo 11 mission, concerning TLP reports of glows seen in Aristarchus crater. Several ALPO,

BAA, and UAI members contributed images to this programme, and these were acknowledged at the end of

the video recording. If I hear about it being re-broadcast on NHK World, which can be received by satellite

or cable internationally, then I will let you know.

Fig. 2. Pictures courtesy of NHK and Kevin Kilburn. (Top) Tony Cook with film crew and Reina Shimizu,

on freezing cold day, on location at Aberystwyth Castle. (Bottom) Kevin Kilburn with Yoshinori Tsutsui

(producer) and the film crew at Manchester Astronomical Society Observatory. 
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The changes to the TLP programme that I mentioned last month, will start to be implemented from June

onwards – as you can understand it takes time to make changes. But as a taster, please check this web site in

the next few days (http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/tlp/spot_the_difference.htm ).

TLP Reports: Two reports for March, were covered last month, but I will repeat them again here in case they

jog a memory:

Aristarchus: 2015 Mar 03 UT23:38 Brendan Shaw (UK – BAA) whilst looking at the Moon on his computer

screen, in between imaging the crater, noticed a flash on the NW rim of Aristarchus when his camera had an

IR pass band filter in place . The seeing was not very good at the time – so it was either a bright small craterlet

just coming into view, during a brief moment of good seeing, or it was more likely a cosmic ray air shower

decay particle impinging on the camera chip. Either way, it is worth checking under the same illumination

conditions in future, and so I shall assign this report weight of 1.

Moon: 2015 March 08 UT 01:25-01:30 Alex Abbinante (Ames, Iowa) saw, with the naked eye, a dark line move

across the Moon very slowly. After some email correspondence with him, I think we came (or were coming to)

a similar conclusion, that because the Moon was very low down, and there is a large atmospheric path length

between him and the Moon, that it probably was an aircraft contrail. I have both seen, and videoed, these on a

number of occasions. They can be quite spectacular, but are clearly not really lunar related. This has received a

weight of 0. Paul Zeller was observing a lot later at 06:15-07:25UT, but reported nothing unusual.

Routine Reports: Below is a selection of reports received for March that can help to re-assess past TLP

observations. As you can see some of these old TLP reports we can solve, but remain a puzzle. Of those that

remain a puzzle, we may drop some of these from the list of scheduled observations if it looks unlikely that

repeat illumination observation will help explain them. Some are low weight anyway, and so do not matter.

East of Picard: On 2014 Mar 2 Brian Halls (BAA) observed and imaged (see Fig. 3) this area under the same

illumination and topocentric libration to a Patrick Moore and Richard Baum’s TLP seen in 1948:

E. of Picard 1948 Aug 16/17 UTC 22:30-02:26 Observed by Moore & Baum (Chester, UK)

described in NASA catalog as: “2 areas E. of Picard appeared featureless. Cloud-like

patches, 12(?) inch reflector. NASA catalog weight=4. NASA catalog ID No. #509. ALPO/BAA

weight=3.

Fig. 3. Image by Brian Halls of the Mare Crisium interior, orientated with north towards the top taken on

2015 Mar 02 UT 19:40. (Left) Image taken showing a hazy smudge just left of centre. (Right) The hazy

smudge is clearly resolved into Curtis crater in this high pass filtered (sharpened) version of the same area. 

Brian was using a 6” f/8 Achromat under seeing III conditions and made both visual and a CCD

observation. Brian commented that the only featureless patch east of Picard was the bright patch on the mare

floor of Crisium, that which surrounds the small crater Curtis. He checked this area several times during that

observing night. Brian’s images show no sign of two cloud-like patches east of Picard, just Curtis, and even

that is not very cloud-like - when the image is sharpened. Therefore this Moore and Baum observation

remains a puzzle, because what they should have seen is shown in Fig 1, but they reported something quite

different. Therefore I shall keep the weight at 3 for now, and will consider raising it to a 4 if more details of

the original observations could be found confirming the original description given in the Cameron Catalog.
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Herodotus: On 2015 Mar 03 UT 02:20-03:35 Jay Albert observed the Aristarchus area under similar

illumination to Peter Grego’s observation of a peak on the southern floor of this crater, exhibiting a shadow:

Herodotus 1985 May 31 UT 20:20-21:00 Observed by Grego (Birmingham, UK, 175mm refractor)

“Sketch shows a pseudo-peak with shadow in the southern half of the crater’s floor -

there should be no peak on the floor of Herodotus. There is a light spot here but there

should be no shadow.” ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Jay was using a Celestron C11 SCT and the Moon was high - it was mostly clear, but hazy with no breeze,

transparency was 3rd magnitude and seeing went from 7/10 to 6/10. Jay noticed the light spot on the floor,

south east of the crater centre, and commented that the ‘black shadow’ touching the E edge of the light spot

appeared to be the shadow of the E wall.  There was a faint hint of grey shadow (marginally darker than the

surrounding crater floor) on the western edge of the light spot.  The light spot appeared to be a slight, rounded

elevation or bulge in the crater floor.  Jay had seen this light spot with barely perceptible grey shadow before,

and believes this appearance may be normal for this solar angle. I concur and remember a GLR study by

Raffaelo Lena which also found a similar effect here. We have being doing repeat illumination studies of this

southern pseudo peak effect for some time now, and with similar results – it is predictable. I will therefore

reduce the weight from 2 to 0, and declare this to be a TLP no longer, just the normal appearance of a white

spot on the SE corner of this crater.

Torricelli B: On 2015 Mar 03 UT 22:20-22:25 and 22:32 Marie Cook observed, and Brendan Shaw imaged

(see Fig. 4) this crater under the same illumination conditions to the following 1985 TLP:

On 1985 Jul 01 at 02:00-03:00 UT K. Marshall (Medellin, Columbia) observed that

Torricelli B was very bright - verified using a C.E.D. No colour was seen though. The

Cameron 2006 catalog ID=279 and the weight=4. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Fig. 4. The area around

Torricelli B (marked by

indicator bars) as imaged by

Brendan Shaw on 2015 Mar 03

UT 23:32, with north towards

the top. (Top) Image submitted

by Brendan Shaw. (Bottom)

same image but high pass

filtered and contrast stretched.

Brendan’s image clearly

shows Torricelli B as not

especially bright, even after I

sharpened and contrast

stretched it. The appearance is

backed up by Marie Cook’s

observation, made with a 90mm

Questar, x80-130 under

Antoniadi III seeing and

moderate to poor transparency,

where she commented that the

crater “looked dull”, though

local cloud was gathering above

her site at this point. We have

had plenty of repeat illumination/libration observations of this crater, and the fact that the 2015 Mar 03

observation is repeat illumination only, makes me think it odd that Kevin Marshall, who measured it with a

C.E.D. instrument in 1985, reported it bright. Therefore I will raise the weight of this TLP report to a 3.
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Solar Eclipse: On 2014 Mar 20 many observers in the UK tried to capture the partial Solar Eclipse – but were

thwarted by thick cloud, but for once the Welsh sky was mostly clear. There are a small number of TLP that

have been reported during solar eclipses – most concern the Astronomer Royal, Edmund Halley e.g. on 1715

May 03 there was an account of “lightening on the face of the Moon” observed by de Louville (France) and

Edmund Halley (UK).We suspect strongly now that these may have been misinterpretations of solar flares

and Bailey’s Beads. As you can see from Fig. 5, the only unusual thing visible during this eclipse was a very

fast moving military jet that I just caught, along the line of sight, passing across the disk of the Sun!

Fig. 5. Partial Solar

Eclipse as imaged

from the UK – note

that no UTs are

given, and north

maybe in different

directions between

images. (Left) By

Tony Cook

(Newtown) taken

through an 8”

reflector with

double layered

solar aluminized

solar filter over the

front of the

telescope. (Top

Right) By Alun

Jones (Aberystwyth

University). (Bottom

Right) A hand held

digital camera view

by Sasha Cook

(Newtown).

Torricelli: On 2015 Mar 27 UT 20:49 Ivor Walton (CADSAS) imaged this region under the same

illumination and topocentric libration conditions (to within +/-1°) to a TLP seen on 2003 Nov 1 by Marie

Cook, and videoed by myself:

Torricelli area 2003 Nov 01 UT 17:45-19:59 Observed by M. Cook  (Mundesley, UK, 90mm Questar

Cat. x80, Seeing III, Transparency Very Poor) and A. Cook (Long Eaton, UK, 20cm Newtonian

+ CCD camera + 3x Barlow). “At 17:45 UT M. Cook noticed an extremely dark, dense, circular

area with a ghost type crater surrounding it. It lay in the Mare Tranquilitatis - not easy

to identify the region. A. Cook observed with a CCD camera (seeing V) and commented that:

as the feature concerned was probably Torricelli and that as the sun was 29 deg above the

horizon at this crater, it seemed strange that most of the floor appeared dark (perhaps in

shadow?), although this could be due to small scale steep topography making the area look

dark from lots of local shadow. Other nearby craters did not appear to have such dark

shadows.” Note it is possible that this may have been the shadow of the west rim of

Torricelli casting a shadow? BAA Lunar Section observation. ALPO/BAA weight=1.

Now this 2003 report, has been considered to be probably normal surface appearance, but looked odd at

the time, hence why it has retained a weight of 1 up until now – just in case. However now we have Ivor’s

image, at the same illumination, and libration, and it looks very similar – see Fig. 6. Therefore I am really

very happy to remove this from the TLP catalog, by assigning a weight of 0. You can see though why it caused

some interest back in 2003, because Torricelli is a flattish crater, and one would not expect a shadow like

appearance here when the Sun is 29° above the local horizon. It was even more impressively odd in

appearance when seen visually.



Fig. 6. Torricelli with north towards the top. (Left) A frame from the video taken myself on 2003 Nov 01.

(Right) A colour image taken by Ivor Walton on 2015 Mar 27.

Copernicus: On 2015 Mar 29 UT17:28-17:49 both Franco Taccogna (UAI) and Thomas Bianchi (UAI)

imaged (Fig. 7) Copernicus under the same illumination conditions, to within +/-0.5°, to the following TLP

report from 1932:

Copernicus 1932 Mar 16 UT 18:45-19:30 Observed by Barker (Cheshunt, England, 12.5”

reflector, x310) “Term. from Cop. to lat. 20S was misty & hard to define. The terminator

beyond this latitude zone was its usual sharp definition. Mistiness cleared at 1930.

Cleaned his eyepiece & prism but it persisted. The night was clear without any trace of

cloud in the sky” NASA catalog weight=3. NASA catalog ID #402. ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Fig. 7. Copernicus with north towards the top as imaged on 2015 Mar 29. (Left) Monochrome image by

Thomas Bianchi (UAI) taken at UT 17:34. (Centre) Colour image by Franco Taccogna (UAI) taken at

17:39. (Right) Colour image by Franco Taccogna (UAI) taken at 17:47.

The images taken by Thomas and Franco quite clearly show that for the illumination conditions seen in

Barker’s 1932 observation, there clearly should not have been any mistiness in the vicinity of Copernicus, or

south of it. The only thing I can think of is that it might have been something like an aircraft contrail passing

across the Moon and causing localized seeing blur, however this would not account for the 45 min duration

of the event seen by Barker in 1932. On the other hand if the event was lunar in origin, then this is an

enormous area to explain by current explanations for TLP, namely ~900 km in length. So we have an

unexplained observation here, but I will not increase the weight to a 3 as it is difficult to explain by current

lunar processes we know about.
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Gassendi: On 2015 Mar 31 UT 09:23 Maurice Collins (ALPO) imaged (Fig. 8) Gassendi under the same

illumination conditions to a couple of TLP seen in 1966 and 1977 respectively:

Gassendi 1966 May 30 UT 20:32-20:59 Observed by Sartory (England, 8.5” reflector +

filters) “SW wall blink - Orange patch & obscuration — detected by Eng. moon blink

system. Color seen visually.”NASA catalog weight=4. NASA catalog ID #941. ALPO/BAA

weight=3.

Gassendi 1977 Sep 23 UTC 21:15 Observed by Cook (Frimley, England, 6” reflector x144,

Seeing IV (Antoniadi)) “Prominent red dot seen at central peak, also a hint of red on

floor in N. quadrant of crater. More likely to be spurious colour than TLP the observer

feels”. ALPO/BAA weight=1.

Fig. 8. Gassendi, orientated with south towards the top. (Left) Sketch by myself, made in 1977 Sep 23 UT

21:05. (Right) Image taken by Maurice Collins on 2015 Mar 31 UT 09:23.

Maurice’s image appears very similar to my rough sketch, but does not show the colours I saw in 1977,

but observing conditions were pretty poor then and my observation had a weight of 1. It does not show any

of the Sartory reported colours either. It would seem appropriate to leave the weights as they are, but it may

be worth trying again with repeat illumination imagery, and especially visual observations with similar

instruments.

Pico B: On 2015 Mar 31 UT 23:30-23:53 Kevin Berwick (ALPO, using a TV101 4 inch APO, Nagler zoom

at 3 mm, 180X) observed the Mons area under similar illumination to the following TLP report from 1934:

In 1934 Feb 25 at UT 18:30 Rawstron (USA?, 4” refractor, x250, S=6/12) observed in Pico

B: “A large patch of haze appeared & drifted off across the mare in same direction as

haze from Pico (white patch). It was obs. on 20 other occasions. Drawing”. The Cameron

1978 catalog ID=410 and weight=3. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Kevin commented that he looked at this region throughout the observing period and saw nothing unusual

and certainly no haze effect. Alas the summary of the Rawstron observation, from the Cameron Catalog, does

not give any information about the speed of the drifting haze, nor exactly what the observer meant by “It was

obs. On 20 other occasions”? – on the same day?? – over what UT range??? The reference for the original

1934 observation comes from Popular Astronomy (1934) Vol 34, p 291 – which unfortunately I do not have

a copy of – does anybody have this? Therefore I will leave this TLP at a weight of 2 for now.

Suggested Features to observe in May-June: For those of you without access to the Internet (in the UK),

below is a list of days and times when you can observe, and by doing so really help to resolve some past

historical lunar observational puzzles. Warning – a few of these may be at extremely low altitudes. Note that

the impact flash work can be done only with low light sensitive video rate cameras.
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2015-May-12 UT 02:18-02:46 Ill=42% Tycho – sketch/image the central peak as it emerges from shadow.

2015-May-22 UT 20:53-21:15 Ill=24% Earthshine – attempt to video sporadic impact flashes.

2015-May-23 UT 20:54-21:49 Ill=33% Earthshine – attempt to video sporadic impact flashes.

2015-May-24 UT 20:56-22:18 Ill=24% Earthshine – attempt to video sporadic impact flashes.

2015-May-24 UT 22:06-22:16 Ill=42% Ross D – very high resolution sketches or images needed.

2015-May-25 UT 20:13-22:08 Ill=51% Lubbock – any colour visible in this crater?

2015-May-26 UT 21:32-23:01 Ill=61% Sulpicius Gallus – can you see round black spots in this crater?

2015-May-26 UT 22:25-23:01 Ill=61% Mons Piton – is there a point of light in the NW shadow?

2015-May-26 UT 22:39-23:01 Ill=61% Plato – time lapse imaging of the floor as it emerges from shadow.

2015-May-28 UT 20:09-20:22 Ill=78% Plato – any cloudiness-like effect on the eastern slopes?

2015-May-29 UT 20:10-20:57 Ill=86% Torricelli B – is the crater bright/dark, does it have a halo?

2015-Jun-01 UT 20:14-23:03 Ill=99% Aristarchus – any colour S. of crater? – use small scope eg. 75mm.

2015-Jun-01 UT 23:30-23:06 Ill=99% Cobra’s Head – high resolution colour images needed.

2015-Jun-02 UT 02:48-03:20 Ill=100% Gassendi – colour images needed.

2015-Jun-04/05 UT 22:35-01:18 Ill=94% Plato – colour imagery needed to check out a Haas 1938 TLP.

2015-Jun-05 UT 02:47-03:55 Ill=93% Torricelli B – images needed to check out a Mobberley 1985 TLP. 

2015-Jun-05 UT 03:13-03:55 Ill=93% Janssen K – sketches or images please.

2015-Jun-06 UT 03:50-03:54 Ill=86% Kant – how bright is the eastern wall of the crater?

2015-Jun-08 UT 02:32-03:53 Ill=67% Aristarchus – sketches or images showing the interior please?

2015-Jun-08 UT 02:52-03:18 Ill=67% Plato – any colour images welcome.

2015-Jun-09 UT 02:50-03:53 Ill=56% Aristarchus – colour images welcome, especially of the interior.

2015-Jun-10 UT 03:06-03:40 Ill=45% Eratosthenes – how visible is the central peak in shadow?

2015-Jun-10 UT 03:06-03:43 Ill=45% Tycho – can you see a “V” shaped formation near the central peak?

2015-Jun-21 UT 20:27-20:44 Ill=26% Picard – hi-res images needed + how bright is it?

2015-Jun-22 UT 20:50-21:07 Ill=35% Aristarchus – monitor its brightness + can you see any colour?

2015-Jun-24 UT 20:28-21:43 Ill=54% Mons Piton – is there a double shadow to this peak?

2015-Jun-25 UT 20:28-21:35 Ill=63% Lambert – can you see any bright star-like point on the night side?

2015-Jun-25 UT 21:06-21:51 Ill=64% Aristarchus – can you see this crater on the night side?

2015-Jun-25 UT 21:08-21:57 Ill=64% Ross D – high resolution images or sketches needed.

2015-Jun-25 UT 21:43-21:57 Ill=64% Plato – colour images needed.

2015-Jun-26 UT 20:28-20:30 Ill=72% Mare Crisium – images needed showing brightness of mare spots.

2015-Jun-27 UT 20:28-20:30 Ill=81% Furnerius and Stevinus – check for glittering effects due to seeing

2015-Jun-28 UT 21:24-22:16 Ill=88% Gassendi – how bright is the NE central peak?

2015-Jun-28 UT 23:38-01:17 Ill=89% Aristarchus – check crater for colour.

2015-Jun-30 UT 22:02-23:59 Ill=98% Furnerius and Stevinus – check for glittering effects due to seeing

If the above are not enough, then further predicted times to observe can be found on the following web site:

http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/tlp/tlp.htm. If you would like to join the TLP telephone alert team, please let me

know your phone No. and how late you wish to be contacted. If in the unlikely event you see a TLP, firstly

read the TLP checklist on http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/alpo/ltp.htm, and if this does not explain what you are

seeing, please give me a call on my cell phone: +44  (0)798 505 5681 and I will alert other observers. Note

when telephoning from outside the UK you must not use the (0). When phoning from within the UK please

do not use the +44! Twitter TLP alerts can be accessed on http://twitter.com/lunarnaut.

Dr Anthony Cook, Institute of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of Wales Aberystwyth,

Penglais, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3BZ, Wales, United Kingdom.

Email: atc @ aber.ac.uk.
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Occultation news, May 2015                                                Tim Haymes

Observer news: Brian Mills (Hildenborough,

Kent) reports 22 disappearances (dark limb)

timed during the first quarter of this year. A

very good result.

Tim Haymes (Reading) recorded a number

of DD events on the night of April 22 in strong

Earthshine. Three occultations involved faint

stars that were not predicted (mag. 11?). He

used a WAT 910HX at 25fps with timing at

field level, and 30cm F/4 Newtonian in good

conditions. The following night a few more

were recorded as the crescent Moon passed

through Taurus into Gemini. Two rare evenings

to delight.

SAO 94753 near grazing incidence from the

coordinator’s observatory near Reading.

Frame timing obtained with the GPSBOXSPRITE2-U, recorded on a Sony 22E DV camcorder.

Daylight graze of Aldebaran, 2015 April 21. Marek Zawilski (Poland) and Team (near Augustow), successful

observed and recoded this event in perfect daylight conditions, (see BAAH 2015, #10). Congratulations to them.

May 2015 Predictions for Manchester, UK

Predictions for other locations in the UK will differ from these by several minutes or may not be occulted in examples

of grazing incidence. Please request predictions for your location from Tim Haymes. Include your Long / Lat and

instrument aperture and I will create them for you.

Occultation co-ordinator, Tim Haymes, Hill Rise, Knowl Hill Common, Knowl Hill, Reading RG10 9YD.

Email: occultation@baalunarsection.org.uk

Yahoo Group:  http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/UKoccultations/
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Physical lunar data for 2015 May (from a program by Gareth Williams)
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